Personalized Handgun Authorization Commission

Meeting Minutes

August 11, 2022

Present: Kirstin Krueger, Robert Nixon, Jennifer Chuang, and Timmy Oh

Next meeting: September 30, 2022, 2 p.m., in-person and via Teams

1. Appointment of Joseph Brennan

2. Discussion of Inviting BioFire
   - Biofire has a smartgun prototype and can talk to us generally about testing standards
   - Will set up a meeting with them in the Fall

3. Discuss Range Demonstration
   - Chair to investigate whether the commission can attend a firearms demonstration
   - Chair to investigate whether the commission can meet with a licensed dealer or manufacturer at their premises or at a range

4. Next Steps
   - Begin meeting in person
   - Secure guest experts to speak to the Commission – Tim and Rob to work on guests
   - Continue discussion of recommendations
   - Begin the drafting process